ENTERPRISE SECURITY ARCHITECT
Who we are
SA Group is a Cyber Security, P3M and Technical consultancy working in vital and highly complex
Public Sector and Commercial markets. We specialise in helping clients in technical and digital
environments scope and deliver against their critical challenges. We have bold expansion plans,
focusing on delivering an expanded service offering to several market sectors.
We have successfully delivered programmes, projects and technical solutions in the areas of IT, risk,
procurement, assurance and certification compliance along with elements of security, from physical
access to technical controls for HMG and industry.
We’re based in a beautiful rural location approx. 1 mile from Westbury, Wiltshire. The company
consists of approximately 50 consultants and business support professionals but is growing all the
time! We’re a highly energetic, tenacious and meritocratic team, and pride ourselves on our grown up,
people focussed values. We want our people to stay with us and focus strongly on training and
development opportunities within the company.
SA Group is proud to be an equal opportunities employer.

Role summary
You’ll be delivering complex and innovative services to MoD or UK Government programmes
including secure communications and applications projects.
You may have skills in designing networks, infrastructures, applications, security architectures or
entire enterprise solutions
Key qualifications:
You’ll apply your previous experience from secure government or defence / military projects to create
secure and innovative solutions to simplify some of the complex challenges that MoD projects face.
Experience with architectural frameworks such as MODAF, DODAF or Zachman is preferred but not
essential.
Other tools you may have used include:
• MOOD
• UML
• SysML
Also important is an all round knowledge of products on the market and a creative, curious and
professional nature enabling you to identify solutions and influence stakeholders with your ideas.
Due to the potential involvement on government related projects candidates that don't already hold
UK security clearance will be required to be eligible for UK security clearance.

Professional Development opportunities:
SA Group are passionate about ongoing personal development of our employees, so we allocate
yearly budget to professional certification in areas of your interest that are relevant to the company.
If you haven't already then SA Group will support you to achieve a relevant chartered status aligned
to your skills with authorities such as IET, BCS, INCOSE, CMI. As a business we will also support
training aligned to our P3M practice such as PRINCE, APM, AGILE, MSP, ITIL, MOR or ISTQB.

To apply please send your CV and a short covering letter to:
Mike Tonks, Talent Acquisition Manager
Mike.tonks@sa-group.com
www.sa-group.com

